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The Ends of the World
"Without a doubt, Tomás Jiménez has written the single most important
contemporary academic study on Mexican American assimilation. Clear-headed,
crisply written, and free of ideological bias, Replenished Ethnicity is an
extraordinary breakthrough in our understanding of the largest immigrant group in
the history of the United States. Bravo!"--Gregory Rodriguez, author of Mongrels,
Bastards, Orphans, and Vagabonds: Mexican Immigration and the Future of Race in
America "Tomás Jiménez's Replenished Ethnicity brilliantly navigates between the
two opposing perils in the study of Mexican Americans--pessimistically
overracializing them or optimistically overassimilating them. This much-needed
and gracefully written book illuminates the on-the-ground situations of the later
generations of this key American group, insightfully identifying and analyzing the
unique factor operating in its case: more or less continuous immigration for more
than a century. Jiménez's work provides a landmark for all future studies of Latin
American incorporation into U.S. society."--Richard Alba, author of Remaking the
American Mainstream "Tomás Jiménez's study adds a much-needed but long
absent element to our understanding of how immigration contributes to the
construction and reproduction of Mexican American ethnicity even as it
continuously evolves. His work provides useful and needed detail that are absent
even from the most reliable surveys."--Rodolfo de la Garza, Columbia University "In
a masterful piece of social science, Tomás Jiménez debunks allegations about slow
social and cultural assimilation of Mexican Americans through a richly textured
ethnographic account of Mexican Americans' lived experiences in two communities
with distinct immigration experiences. Population replenishment via immigration,
he claims, maintains distinctiveness of established Mexican origin generations via
infusion of cultural elixir-in varying doses over time and place. Ironically, it is the
vast heterogeneity of Mexican Americans-generational depth, socioeconomic,
national origin and legal-that both contributes to the population's ethnic
uniqueness and yet defies singular theoretical frameworks. Jiménez's page-turner
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uses the Mexican American ethnic prism to re-interpret the U.S. ethnic tapestry
and revise the canonical view of assimilation. Replenished Ethnicity sets a high bar
for second generation scholarship about Mexican Americans."--Marta Tienda, The
Office of Population Research at Princeton University

The State, Development and Identity in Multi-Ethnic Societies
Italian immigration from 1945 to the present is an American phenomenon too little
explored in our histories. Until now. In this new collection, Laura E. Ruberto and
Joseph Sciorra edit essays by an elite roster of scholars in Italian American studies.
These interdisciplinary works focus on leading edge topics that range from politics
of the McCarren-Walter Act and its effects on women to the ways Italian Americans
mobilized against immigration restrictions. Other essays unwrap the inner
workings of multi-ethnic power brokers in a Queens community, portray the
complex transformation of identity in Boston 's North End, and trace the
development of Italian American youth culture and how new arrivals fit into it.
Finally, Donna Gabaccia pens an afterword on the importance of this seventy-year
period in U.S. migration history. Contributors: Ottorino Cappelli, Donna Gabaccia,
Stefano Luconi, Maddalena Marinari, James S. Pasto, Rodrigo Praino, Laura E.
Ruberto, Joseph Sciorra, Donald Tricarico, and Elizabeth Zanoni.

Mexican Americans Across Generations
Kings, Queens, and In-Betweens
"Despite the common perception that most persons of Mexican origin in the U.S
are undocumented immigrants or the young children of immigrants, the majority
are citizens and have been living in the U.S. for three or more generations. This
group initially makes strides on education, English language use, socioeconomic
status, intermarriage, residential segregation, and political participation, but
progress halts at the second generation as poverty rates remain high, educational
attainment declines for the third and fourth generations, and ethnic identity
remains generally strong. In these ways, the experience of Mexican Americans
differs considerably from previous waves of white European immigrants that were
incorporated and assimilated fully into the mainstream within two or three
generations. This book examines what ethnicity means and how it is negotiated in
the lives of multiple generations of Mexican Americans. Rooted in a large-scale
longitudinal and representative survey of 1,500 Mexican Americans living in the
West across 35 years, Telles and Sue draw on 72 in-depth interviews to examine
individual ethnic strategies and demonstrate that integration is often a process
that varies by individual rather than a one-way movement. They detail the myriad
ways Mexican Americans understand themselves in relation to their ethnicity, how
ethnic identity is often consequential rather than symbolic or optional, that ethnic
identity and national identity often co-exist, the meaning of speaking or not
speaking Spanish, and their attitudes towards immigration. Telles and Sue are able
to show how, when, and why ethnicity matters or does not for multiple generations
of Mexican Americans and argue their experiences lie somewhere between
Mexican and American."-Page 2/15
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The Other Side of Assimilation
Engineering skills and knowledge are foundational to technological innovation and
development that drive long-term economic growth and help solve societal
challenges. Therefore, to ensure national competitiveness and quality of life it is
important to understand and to continuously adapt and improve the educational
and career pathways of engineers in the United States. To gather this
understanding it is necessary to study the people with the engineering skills and
knowledge as well as the evolving system of institutions, policies, markets, people,
and other resources that together prepare, deploy, and replenish the nation's
engineering workforce. This report explores the characteristics and career choices
of engineering graduates, particularly those with a BS or MS degree, who
constitute the vast majority of degreed engineers, as well as the characteristics of
those with non-engineering degrees who are employed as engineers in the United
States. It provides insight into their educational and career pathways and related
decision making, the forces that influence their decisions, and the implications for
major elements of engineering education-to-workforce pathways.

Ethnicity and Group Rights
The New Americans? analyzes how protest and the immigration debate influence
Latinos' sense of belonging in the U.S.

The Ethnic Myth
Choosing whom to marry involves more than emotion, as racial politics, cultural
mores, and local demographics all shape romantic choices. In Marriage Vows and
Racial Choices, sociologist Jessica Vasquez-Tokos explores the decisions of Latinos
who marry either within or outside of their racial and ethnic groups. Drawing from
in-depth interviews with nearly 50 couples, she examines their marital choices and
how these unions influence their identities as Americans. Vasquez-Tokos finds that
their experiences in childhood, adolescence, and young adulthood shape their
perceptions of race, which in turn influence their romantic expectations. Most
Latinos marry other Latinos, but those who intermarry tend to marry whites. She
finds that some Latina women who had domineering fathers assumed that most
Latino men shared this trait and gravitated toward white men who differed from
their fathers. Other Latina respondents who married white men fused ideas of race
and class and perceived whites as higher status and considered themselves to be
“marrying up.” Latinos who married non-Latino minorities—African Americans,
Asian Americans, and Native Americans—often sought out non-white partners
because they shared similar experiences of racial marginalization. Latinos who
married Latinos of a different national origin expressed a desire for shared cultural
commonalities with their partners, but—like those who married whites—often
associated their own national-origin groups with oppressive gender roles. VasquezTokos also investigates how racial and cultural identities are maintained or altered
for the respondents’ children. Within Latino-white marriages, biculturalism—in
contrast with Latinos adopting a white “American” identity—is likely to emerge. For
instance, white women who married Latino men often embraced aspects of Latino
culture and passed it along to their children. Yet, for these children, upholding
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Latino cultural ties depended on their proximity to other Latinos, particularly
extended family members. Both location and family relationships shape how
parents and children from interracial families understand themselves culturally. As
interracial marriages become more common, Marriage Vows and Racial Choices
shows how race, gender, and class influence our marital choices and personal
lives.

The New Americans?
Within Western political philosophy, the rights of groups has often been neglected
or addressed in only the narrowest fashion. Focusing solely on whether rights are
exercised by individuals or groups misses what lies at the heart of ethnocultural
conflict, leaving the crucial question unanswered: can the familiar system of
common citizenship rights within liberal democracies sufficiently accommodate the
legitimate interests of ethnic citizens. Specifically, how does membership in an
ethnic group differ from other groups, such as professional, lifestyle, or advocacy
groups? How important is ethnicity to personal identity and self-respect, and does
accommodating these interests require more than standard citizenship rights?
Crucially, what forms of ethnocultural accommodations are consistent with
democratic equality, individual freedom, and political stability? Invoking numerous
cases studies and addressing the issue of ethnicity from a range of perspectives,
Ethnicity and Group Rights seeks to answer these questions.

Medicalizing Ethnicity
Discusses how the Mexican immigrants and their descendants have contributed to
America's past, present, and future

Replenished Ethnicity
Provides examples of essays by law school applicants and an overview of the
admissions process with tips on prepping an application.

Durable Ethnicity
The immigration patterns of the last three decades have profoundly changed
nearly every aspect of life in the United States. What do those changes mean for
the most established Americans—those whose families have been in the country
for multiple generations? The Other Side of Assimilation shows that assimilation is
not a one-way street. Jiménez explains how established Americans undergo their
own assimilation in response to profound immigration-driven ethnic, racial,
political, economic, and cultural shifts. Drawing on interviews with a race and class
spectrum of established Americans in three different Silicon Valley cities, The
Other Side of Assimilation illuminates how established Americans make sense of
their experiences in immigrant-rich environments, in work, school, public
interactions, romantic life, and leisure activities. With lucid prose, Jiménez reveals
how immigration not only changes the American cityscape but also reshapes the
United States by altering the outlooks and identities of its most established
citizens.
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Multiculturalism without Culture
While newly arrived immigrants are often the focus of public concern and debate,
many Mexican immigrants and Mexican Americans have resided in the United
States for generations. Latinos are the largest and fastest-growing ethnic group in
the United States, and their racial identities change with each generation. While
the attainment of education and middle class occupations signals a decline in
cultural attachment for some, socioeconomic mobility is not a cultural death-knell,
as others are highly ethnically identified. There are a variety of ways that middle
class Mexican Americans relate to their ethnic heritage, and racialization despite
assimilation among a segment of the second and third generations reveals the
continuing role of race even among the U.S.-born. Mexican Americans Across
Generations investigates racial identity and assimilation in three-generation
Mexican American families living in California. Through rich interviews with three
generations of middle class Mexican American families, Vasquez focuses on the
family as a key site for racial and gender identity formation, knowledge
transmission, and incorporation processes, exploring how the racial identities of
Mexican Americans both change and persist generationally in families. She
illustrates how gender, physical appearance, parental teaching, historical era and
discrimination influence Mexican Americans’ racial identity and incorporation
patterns, ultimately arguing that neither racial identity nor assimilation are
straightforward progressions but, instead, develop unevenly and are influenced by
family, society, and historical social movements.

Law School Essays That Made a Difference, 5th Edition
A pioneering study that examines the social, cultural, and religious development of
Norwegian Americans in the agricultural communities of rural Minnesota.

Making Immigrant Rights Real
This book proposes a new theoretical framework for the study of immigration. It
examines four major issues informing current sociological studies of immigration:
mechanisms and effects of international migration, processes of immigrants'
assimilation and transnational engagements, and the adaptation patterns of the
second generation.

Medicalizing Ethnicity
The controversial work of Amy Chua argues that, as rapid modernization,
industrialization, technological change and globalization bring about fundamental
changes in national, ethnic and class identities, especially in developing countries,
there is a danger that the laissez-faire capitalist system will cause serious racial
conflagration, especially in societies where there is ethnic minority market
dominance, combined with ethno-nationalist-type politicians who mobilize support
from ethnic majority communities by drawing attention to inequalities in wealth
distribution. This controversial work goes on to argue for an authoritarian political
system, with curbs against the corporate expansion of enterprises owned by ethnic
minorities, until parity in equity ownership among all communities is achieved. This
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book tests the assumptions behind these arguments, discussing ethnic
communities, identity, economy, society and state, and the links between them, in
a range of countries in East Asia, Southeast Asia, and the Pacific, and diaspora
communities of Asian peoples in the West. It demonstrates that identity
transformation occurs as generations of minority communities succeed each other,
that old discourses of fixed origins which are assumed to bind ethnic communities
into cohesive wholes do not apply, that there are very extensive inter-linkages in
the daily activities of people of different ethnic and religious backgrounds, that
affirmative action-type policies along racial lines can undermine overall societal
cohesion, and that there is no case for limiting democracy until economic equity is
achieved. This is a rich, important book, with huge implications for economic
development and for states throughout the world as multi-ethnic societies worldwide become more extensive and more complicated.

Latino in America
“Poignant and important.” —Refinery29 Judy Blume meets RuPaul’s Drag Race in
this funny, feel-good debut novel about a queer teen who navigates questions of
identity and self-acceptance while discovering the magical world of drag.
Perpetually awkward Nima Kumara-Clark is bored with her insular community of
Bridgeton, in love with her straight girlfriend, and trying to move past her mother’s
unexpected departure. After a bewildering encounter at a local festival, Nima finds
herself suddenly immersed in the drag scene on the other side of town. Macho
drag kings, magical queens, new love interests, and surprising allies propel Nima
both painfully and hilariously closer to a self she never knew she could be—one
that can confidently express and accept love. But she’ll have to learn to accept lost
love to get there. From debut author Tanya Boteju comes a poignant, laugh-outloud tale of acceptance, self-expression, and the colorful worlds that await when
we’re brave enough to look.

Desert Immigrants
In his gripping and provocative debut, anthropologist Jason De León sheds light on
one of the most pressing political issues of our time—the human consequences of
US immigration policy. The Land of Open Graves reveals the suffering and deaths
that occur daily in the Sonoran Desert of Arizona as thousands of undocumented
migrants attempt to cross the border from Mexico into the United States. Drawing
on the four major fields of anthropology, De León uses an innovative combination
of ethnography, archaeology, linguistics, and forensic science to produce a
scathing critique of “Prevention through Deterrence,” the federal border
enforcement policy that encourages migrants to cross in areas characterized by
extreme environmental conditions and high risk of death. For two decades, this
policy has failed to deter border crossers while successfully turning the rugged
terrain of southern Arizona into a killing field. In harrowing detail, De León
chronicles the journeys of people who have made dozens of attempts to cross the
border and uncovers the stories of the objects and bodies left behind in the desert.
The Land of Open Graves will spark debate and controversy.

The International Migration Review
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"Without a doubt, Tomás Jiménez has written the single most important
contemporary academic study on Mexican American assimilation. Clear-headed,
crisply written, and free of ideological bias, Replenished Ethnicity is an
extraordinary breakthrough in our understanding of the largest immigrant group in
the history of the United States. Bravo!"—Gregory Rodriguez, author of Mongrels,
Bastards, Orphans, and Vagabonds: Mexican Immigration and the Future of Race in
America "Tomás Jiménez's Replenished Ethnicity brilliantly navigates between the
two opposing perils in the study of Mexican Americans—pessimistically
overracializing them or optimistically overassimilating them. This much-needed
and gracefully written book illuminates the on-the-ground situations of the later
generations of this key American group, insightfully identifying and analyzing the
unique factor operating in its case: more or less continuous immigration for more
than a century. Jiménez's work provides a landmark for all future studies of Latin
American incorporation into U.S. society."—Richard Alba, author of Remaking the
American Mainstream "Tomás Jiménez's study adds a much-needed but long
absent element to our understanding of how immigration contributes to the
construction and reproduction of Mexican American ethnicity even as it
continuously evolves. His work provides useful and needed detail that are absent
even from the most reliable surveys."—Rodolfo de la Garza, Columbia University
“In a masterful piece of social science, Tomás Jiménez debunks allegations about
slow social and cultural assimilation of Mexican Americans through a richly
textured ethnographic account of Mexican Americans' lived experiences in two
communities with distinct immigration experiences. Population replenishment via
immigration, he claims, maintains distinctiveness of established Mexican origin
generations via infusion of cultural elixir-in varying doses over time and place.
Ironically, it is the vast heterogeneity of Mexican Americans-generational depth,
socioeconomic, national origin and legal-that both contributes to the population's
ethnic uniqueness and yet defies singular theoretical frameworks. Jiménez's pageturner uses the Mexican American ethnic prism to re-interpret the U.S. ethnic
tapestry and revise the canonical view of assimilation. Replenished Ethnicity sets a
high bar for second generation scholarship about Mexican Americans.“—Marta
Tienda, The Office of Population Research at Princeton University

Race, Ethnicity and Law
Too frequently, the media and politicians cast Mexican immigrants as a threat to
American society. Given America's increasing ethnic diversity and the large size of
the Mexican-origin population, an investigation of how Mexican immigrants and
their descendants achieve upward mobility and enter the middle class is long
overdue. Barrios to Burbs offers a new understanding of the Mexican American
experience. Vallejo explores the challenges that accompany rapid social mobility
and examines a new indicator of incorporation, a familial obligation to "give back"
in social and financial support. She investigates the salience of middle-class
Mexican Americans' ethnic identification and details how relationships with poorer
coethnics and affluent whites evolve as immigrants and their descendants move
into traditionally white middle-class occupations. Disputing the argument that
Mexican communities lack high quality resources and social capital that can help
Mexican Americans incorporate into the middle class, Vallejo also examines civic
participation in ethnic professional associations embedded in ethnic communities.
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Beyond a Border
“A clarion call to everyone who cares about the American nation and every person
who calls it home.” —J.D. VANCE, author of Hillbilly Elegy Why would a son of
immigrants call for tighter restrictions on immigration? For too long, liberals have
suggested that only cruel, racist, or nativist bigots would want to restrict
immigration. Anyone motivated by compassion and egalitarianism would choose
open, or nearly-open, borders—or so the argument goes. Now, Reihan Salam, the
son of Bangladeshi immigrants, turns this argument on its head. In this deeply
researched but also deeply personal book, Salam shows why uncontrolled
immigration is bad for everyone, including people like his family. Our current
system has intensified the isolation of our native poor, and risks ghettoizing the
children of poor immigrants. It ignores the challenges posed by the declining
demand for less-skilled labor, even as it exacerbates ethnic inequality and deepens
our political divides. If we continue on our current course, in which immigration
policy serves wealthy insiders who profit from cheap labor, and cosmopolitan
extremists attack the legitimacy of borders, the rise of a new ethnic underclass is
inevitable. Even more so than now, class politics will be ethnic politics, and
national unity will be impossible. Salam offers a solution, if we have the courage to
break with the past and craft an immigration policy that serves our long-term
national interests. Rejecting both militant multiculturalism and white identity
politics, he argues that limiting total immigration and favoring skilled immigrants
will combat rising inequality, balance diversity with assimilation, and foster a new
nationalism that puts the interests of all Americans—native-born and foreignborn—first.

Norwegians on the Prairie
Although the United States has always been a nation of immigrants, the recent
demographic shifts resulting in burgeoning young Latino and Asian populations
have literally changed the face of the nation. This wave of massive immigration
has led to a nationwide struggle with the need to become bicultural, a difficult and
sometimes painful process of navigating between ethnic cultures. While some
Latino adolescents become alienated and turn to antisocial behavior and substance
use, others go on to excel in school, have successful careers, and build healthy
families. Drawing on both quantitative and qualitative data ranging from surveys to
extensive interviews with immigrant families, Becoming Bicultural explores the
individual psychology, family dynamics, and societal messages behind bicultural
development and sheds light on the factors that lead to positive or negative
consequences for immigrant youth. Paul R. Smokowski and Martica Bacallao
illuminate how immigrant families, and American communities in general, become
bicultural and use their bicultural skills to succeed in their new surroundings The
volume concludes by offering a model for intervention with immigrant teens and
their families which enhances their bicultural skills.

The Land of Open Graves
Latino Politics en Ciencia Política
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Becoming Bicultural
In Medicalizing Ethnicity, Vilma Santiago-Irizarry shows how commendable
intentions can produce unintended consequences. Santiago-Irizarry conducted
ethnographic fieldwork in three bilingual, bicultural psychiatric programs for Latino
patients at public mental health facilities in New York City. The introduction of
"cultural sensitivity" in mental health clinics, she concludes, led doctors to
construct essentialized, composite versions of Latino ethnicity in their drive to treat
mental illness with sensitivity. The author demonstrates that stressing Latino
differences when dealing with patients resulted not in empowerment, as intended,
but in the reassertion of Anglo-American standards of behavior in the guise of
psychiatric categories by which Latino culture was negatively defined. For
instance, doctors routinely translated their patients' beliefs in the Latino religious
traditions of espiritismo and Santería into psychiatric terms, thus treating these
beliefs as pathologies. Interpreting mental health care through the framework of
culture and politics has potent effects on the understanding of "normality" toward
which such care aspires. At the core of Medicalizing Ethnicity is the very definition
of multiculturalism used by a variety of institutional settings in an attempt to
mandate equality.

New Italian Migrations to the United States
Dance is more than an aesthetic of life – dance embodies life. This is evident from
the social history of jive, the marketing of trans-national ballet, ritual healing
dances in Italy or folk dances performed for tourists in Mexico, Panama and
Canada. Dance often captures those essential dimensions of social life that cannot
be easily put into words. What are the flows and movements of dance carried by
migrants and tourists? How is dance used to shape nationalist ideology? What are
the connections between dance and ethnicity, gender, health, globalization and
nationalism, capitalism and post-colonialism? Through innovative and wide-ranging
case studies, the contributors explore the central role dance plays in culture as
leisure commodity, cultural heritage, cultural aesthetic or cathartic social
movement.

Understanding the Educational and Career Pathways of
Engineers
Marriage Vows and Racial Choices
Replenished Ethnicity
Is race only about the color of your skin? In The Latinos of Asia, Anthony Christian
Ocampo shows that what "color" you are depends largely on your social context.
Filipino Americans, for example, helped establish the Asian American movement
and are classified by the U.S. Census as Asian. But the legacy of Spanish
colonialism in the Philippines means that they share many cultural characteristics
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with Latinos, such as last names, religion, and language. Thus, Filipinos'
"color"—their sense of connection with other racial groups—changes depending on
their social context. The Filipino story demonstrates how immigration is changing
the way people negotiate race, particularly in cities like Los Angeles where Latinos
and Asians now constitute a collective majority. Amplifying their voices, Ocampo
illustrates how second-generation Filipino Americans' racial identities change
depending on the communities they grow up in, the schools they attend, and the
people they befriend. Ultimately, The Latinos of Asia offers a window into both the
racial consciousness of everyday people and the changing racial landscape of
American society.

Cambio de Colores : Latinos in the Heartland
Latinos are already the largest minority group in the United States, and experts
estimate that by 2050, one out of three Americans will identify as Latino. Though
their population and influence are steadily rising, stereotypes and misconceptions
about Latinos remain, from the assumption that they refuse to learn English to
questions of just how "American" they actually are. By presenting thirteen riveting
oral histories of young, first-generation college students, Mario T. Garcia counters
those long-held stereotypes and expands our understanding of what he terms "the
Latino Generation." By allowing these young people to share their stories and
struggles, Garcia reveals that these students and children of immigrants will be
critical players in the next chapter of our nation's history. Collected over several
years, the testimonios follow the history of the speakers in thought-provoking
ways, reminding us that members of the Latino Generation are not merely a
demographic group but rather real individuals, as American in their aspirations and
loyalty as the members of any other ethnic group in the country.

Melting Pot or Civil War?
The end of the world is a seemingly interminable topic Ð at least, of course, until it
happens. Environmental catastrophe and planetary apocalypse are subjects of
enduring fascination and, as ethnographic studies show, human cultures have
approached them in very different ways. Indeed, in the face of the growing
perception of the dire effects of global warming, some of these visions have been
given a new lease on life. Information and analyses concerning the human causes
and the catastrophic consequences of the planetary ‘crisis’ have been
accumulating at an ever-increasing rate, mobilising popular opinion as well as
academic reflection. In this book, philosopher Déborah Danowski and
anthropologist Eduardo Viveiros de Castro offer a bold overview and interpretation
of these current discourses on ‘the end of the world’, reading them as thought
experiments on the decline of the West’s anthropological adventure Ð that is, as
attempts, though not necessarily intentional ones, at inventing a mythology that is
adequate to the present. This work has important implications for the future
development of ecological practices and it will appeal to a broad audience
interested in contemporary anthropology, philosophy, and environmentalism.

JCAS Symposium Series
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More than 53 million Latinos now constitute the largest, fastest-growing, and most
diverse minority group in the United States, and the nation’s political future may
well be shaped by Latinos’ continuing political incorporation. In the 2012 election,
Latinos proved to be a critical voting bloc in both Presidential and Congressional
races; this demographic will only become more important in future American
elections. Using new evidence from the largest-ever scientific survey addressed
exclusively to Latino/Hispanic respondents, Latino Politics en Ciencia Política
explores political diversity within the Latino community, considering how intracommunity differences influence political behavior and policy preferences. The
editors and contributors, all noted scholars of race and politics, examine key issues
of Latino politics in the contemporary United States: Latino/a identities (latinidad),
transnationalism, acculturation, political community, and racial consciousness. The
book contextualizes today’s research within the history of Latino political studies,
from the field’s beginnings to the present, explaining how systematic analysis of
Latino political behavior has over time become integral to the study of political
science. Latino Politics en Ciencia Política is thus an ideal text for learning both the
state of the field today, and key dimensions of Latino political attitudes. Instructor's
Guide

The Latinos of Asia
The most up-to-date analysis of today's immigration issues As the authors state in
Chapter 1, "the movement of people across national borders represents one of the
most vivid dramas of social reality in the contemporary world." This comparative
text examines contemporary immigration across the globe, focusing on 20 major
nations. Noted scholars Peter Kivisto and Thomas Faist introduce students to
important topics of inquiry at the heart of the field, including Movement: Explores
the theories of migration using a historical perspective of the modern world.
Settlement: Provides clarity concerning the controversial matter of immigrant
incorporation and refers to the varied ways immigrants come to be a part of a new
society. Control: Focuses on the politics of immigration and examines the role of
states in shaping how people choose to migrate. Key Features Provides
comprehensive coverage of topics not covered in other texts, such as state and
immigration control, focusing on policies created to control migratory flow and
evolving views of citizenship Offers a global portrait of contemporary immigration,
including a demographic overview of today's cross-border movers Offers critical
assessments of the achievements of the field to date Encourages students to
rethink traditional views about the distinction between citizen and alien in this
global age Suggests paths for future research and new theoretical developments

Anthropological Perspectives on Transnational Communities in
Rural California
"With narrative fluency and deftness, constructed on a bedrock of prodigious
archival research, HoSang's book provides a sorely needed genealogy of the 'colorblind consensus' that has come to define race and recode racism within US politics,
law and public policy. This will be a book that lasts."--Nikhil Pal Singh, author of
Black is a Country: Race and the Unfinished Struggle for Democracy "An important
analysis of both the exact contours of white supremacy and the failures of electoral
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anti-racism."--George Lipsitz, author of The Possessive Investment in Whiteness
"Racial Propositions brilliantly documents the history of race in California's postWorld War II ballot initiatives to show that nothing is what it seems when it comes
to race and politics in America's ethnoracial frontier. Daniel HoSang provides
readers with a sharply focused interdisciplinary lens though which to see how the
language and politics of political liberalism veil what are ultimately racialized ballot
initiatives. If California is a harbinger for the rest of the country, then HoSang's tour
de force is required reading for anyone interested how the United States will
negotiate diversity in the 21st century."--Tomás R. Jiménez, author of Replenished
Ethnicity: Mexican Americans, Immigration, and Identity

Dancing Cultures
All historians would agree that America is a nation of nations. But what does that
mean in terms of the issues that have moved and shaped us as a people?
Contemporary concerns such as bilingualism, incorporation/assimilation, dual
identity, ethnic politics, quotas and affirmative action, residential segregation, and
the volume of immigration resonate with a past that has confronted variations of
these modern issues. The Columbia Documentary History of Race and Ethnicity in
America, written and compiled by a highly respected team of American historians
under the editorship of Ronald Bayor, illuminates the myriad ways in which
immigration, racial, and ethnic histories have shaped the contours of contemporary
American society. This invaluable resource documents all eras of the American
past, including black–white interactions and the broad spectrum of American
attitudes and reactions concerning Native Americans, Irish Catholics, Mexican
Americans, Jewish Americans, and other groups. Each of the eight chronological
chapters contains a survey essay, an annotated bibliography, and 20 to 30 related
public and private primary source documents, including manifestos, speeches,
court cases, letters, memoirs, and much more. From the 1655 petition of Jewish
merchants regarding the admission of Jews to the New Netherlands colony to an
interview with a Chinese American worker regarding a 1938 strike in San
Francisco, documents are drawn from a variety of sources and allow students and
others direct access to our past. Selections include Powhatan to John Smith, 1609
Thomas Jefferson—"Notes on the State of Virginia" Petition of the Trustees of
Congregation Shearith Israel, 1811 Bessie Conway or, The Irish Girl in America
German Society in Chicago, Annual Report, 1857–1858. "Mark Twain's Salutation to
the Century" W. E. B. DuBois, "Of Our Spiritual Strivings" NAACP on Black
Schoolteachers'Fight for Equal Pay Malcom X speech, 1964 Hewy Newton interview
and Black Panther Party platform Preamble—La Raza Unida Party Lee lacocca
speech to Ethnic Heritage Council of the Pacific Northwest, 1984 Native American
Graves and Repatriation Act, 1990 L.A. riot—from the Los Angeles Times, May 3,
15, 1992; Nov. 16, 19, 1992 Asian American Political Alliance President Clinton's
Commission on Race, Town Meeting, 1997 Louis Farrakhan—"The Vision for the
Million Man March"

Ethnicity in Contemporary America
Public opinion in recent years has soured on multiculturalism, due in large part to
fears of radical Islam. In Multiculturalism without Culture, Anne Phillips contends
that critics misrepresent culture as the explanation of everything individuals from
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minority and non-Western groups do. She puts forward a defense of
multiculturalism that dispenses with notions of culture, instead placing individuals
themselves at its core. Multiculturalism has been blamed for encouraging the
oppression of women--forced marriages, female genital cutting, school girls
wearing the hijab. Many critics opportunistically deploy gender equality to justify
the retreat from multiculturalism, hijacking the equality agenda to perpetuate
cultural stereotypes. Phillips informs her argument with the feminist insistence on
recognizing women as agents, and defends her position using an unusually broad
range of literature, including political theory, philosophy, feminist theory, law, and
anthropology. She argues that critics and proponents alike exaggerate the unity,
distinctness, and intractability of cultures, thereby encouraging a perception of
men and women as dupes constrained by cultural dictates. Opponents of
multiculturalism may think the argument against accommodating cultural
difference is over and won, but they are wrong. Phillips believes multiculturalism
still has an important role to play in achieving greater social equality. In this book,
she offers a new way of addressing dilemmas of justice and equality in multiethnic,
multicultural societies, intervening at this critical moment when so many Western
countries are poised to abandon multiculturalism.

Latino Generation
In Medicalizing Ethnicity, Vilma Santiago-Irizarry shows how commendable
intentions can produce unintended consequences. Santiago-Irizarry conducted
ethnographic fieldwork in three bilingual, bicultural psychiatric programs for Latino
patients at public mental health facilities in New York City. The introduction of
"cultural sensitivity" in mental health clinics, she concludes, led doctors to
construct essentialized, composite versions of Latino ethnicity in their drive to treat
mental illness with sensitivity. The author demonstrates that stressing Latino
differences when dealing with patients resulted not in empowerment, as intended,
but in the reassertion of Anglo-American standards of behavior in the guise of
psychiatric categories by which Latino culture was negatively defined. For
instance, doctors routinely translated their patients' beliefs in the Latino religious
traditions of espiritismo and Santería into psychiatric terms, thus treating these
beliefs as pathologies. Interpreting mental health care through the framework of
culture and politics has potent effects on the understanding of "normality" toward
which such care aspires. At the core of Medicalizing Ethnicity is the very definition
of multiculturalism used by a variety of institutional settings in an attempt to
mandate equality.

A Sociology of Immigration
The definitive tie-in to the CNN documentary series Latino in America, from former
top CNN anchor and special correspondent Soledad O’Brien. Following the smashhit CNN documentary Black in America, Latino in America travels to small towns
and big cities to illustrate how distinctly Latino cultures are becoming intricately
woven into the broader American identity. As she reports the evolution of Latino
America, Soledad O’Brien explores how tens of millions of Americans with roots in
21 different countries form a community called “Latino” and recalls her own
upbringing and what she’s learned about being a Latino in America.
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Barrios to Burbs
This clear and thoughtful text offers a geographical analysis of the history of U.S.
immigration patterns and the development of selected ethnic minority groups. The
focuses especially on their origin, diffusion, socioeconomic characteristics, and
settlement patterns within the United States. Visit our website for sample
chapters!

The Columbia Documentary History of Race and Ethnicity in
America
More than half of the 41 million foreign-born individuals in the United States today
are noncitizens, half have difficulty with English, a quarter are undocumented, and
many are poor. As a result, most immigrants have few opportunities to make their
voices heard in the political process. Nonprofits in many cities have stepped into
this gap to promote the integration of disadvantaged immigrants. They have done
so despite notable constraints on their political activities, including limits on their
lobbying and partisan electioneering, limited organizational resources, and
dependence on government funding. Immigrant rights advocates also operate in a
national context focused on immigration enforcement rather than immigrant
integration. In Making Immigrant Rights Real, Els de Graauw examines how
immigrant-serving nonprofits can make impressive policy gains despite these
limitations. Drawing on three case studies of immigrant rights policies—language
access, labor rights, and municipal ID cards—in San Francisco, de Graauw develops
a tripartite model of advocacy strategies that nonprofits have used to propose,
enact, and implement immigrant-friendly policies: administrative advocacy, crosssectoral and cross-organizational collaborations, and strategic issue framing. The
inventive development and deployment of these strategies enabled immigrantserving nonprofits in San Francisco to secure some remarkable new immigrant
rights victories, and de Graauw explores how other cities can learn from their
experiences.

Racial Propositions
This new volume of Sociology of Crime, Deviance and Law addresses issues of race
and ethnicity within the law and law-related phenomena.
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